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Abstract-The cxtcnt to which ml&cru\tal plutons h.lvc arown by d~ap~r~sm cannot bc deduced from the 
horizontal shortcnlng of ductilely deformed host rocks and aasociatcd displacement of lateral intrusive contacts. 
By contrast. the vertical +ortcninp ahove plutow and upward displacement of their roof contacts may provide a 
good measure of the diaplric wmponcnt of pluton cmplaccmcnt. This is related to the vertical bulk translation of 
buoyant matcrlal 111 Immature dlaplr\ and aswciated escape few ol overlying rocks. 

The length change ot a wr.lr<x/ material tine situated ahow the crest oi an immature upright diapir corresponds 
to the upward displacement of the local contact. The length change of horizonul material lines situated at lateral 
contacts of model diaper\. howcvcr. dltfers markedly tram the contact displaccmcnt. This is related to the 
abscncc of horizontal \ymmctry plants m the finite-strain field about upright diapirs of any shape. and the 
importance of vertical \hcar at the tateral contacts. 

The host-rock strain held of a hypothetical pluton grown 111 JUU by spherical expansmn (‘ballooning’) has an 
lnfinitc numhcr of a)mmetr! planes The strain fictd IS charactcrircd by large volume losses, hut the length change 
of all radial lines corresponds to the local magnitude of contact displacement. This precludes the possibility of 
dttferentiatlne, in rluctilc host rocks ahwc nlutow. hetueen vertical dlapirlsm and spherical expansion-unless 

INTRODUCTION 

Magma ascent and ptuton emptaccment arc .hot topics’ 
of current structural research (L.ister 6i Kerr 1YYt. 
Paterson et al. IYYl, Clemens & Mawr 1992, England 

1992, Paterson & Tobisch lYY1. Petford &I Atherton 
1992, Petford et al. 199.3, Paterson lYY4, Wcinbcrg 
1994). Many workers envisage that magma diapirism 
and/or spherical expansion (‘ballooning’) arc processes 
contributing significantly to the cmptaccment of large 
granitoid ptutons (Ramberg IY67. IYXl . Holder lY7Y. 
Ramsay 1989, Wcinbcrg lYY3. Pctford IX rrl. lYY3). Both 
diapirism and ballooning lead to shortening of ductile 
host rocks and associated transverse displacement of 
ptuton contacts (Paterson Cy: Fowtcr IYY?. tYY4). 

Field-based estimation of shortening magnitudes in 
ductitety det’ormed rocks generally requires knowledge 
of the state of finite strain and associated solid-body 
rotation (Schwerdtner 1985. 1YXY). Except above the 
crest, local magnitudes of host-rock shortening and 
contact disptacemcnt are 11or i~~~/ji~~i~~o of the overall 
amount of host-rock volume removed by growing dia- 
pirs (Weinberg tYY4). This is illuatratcd. in the present 
note, by means of a wJelt-known diapir model. Also 
considered is a hypothetical geometric model of ptuton 
growth by spherical expansion (‘ballooning‘). which 
necessitates large volume changes and remains to be 
substantiated on physical ground\. 

DUCTILE SHORTENING OF HOST ROCKS 

In the modern geological literature, amounts of short- 
ening across tectonic structures are quoted in per cent 
and/or kitometres. This reflects the dual use of ‘shorten- 
ing’ in specifying: (I) longitudinal strains; and (2) com- 
ponents of displacement difference (Fig. 1). Horizontal 
components are estimated. for example, from the strain- 
induced change in horizontal dimensions of partly 
eroded. large structures (Fig. 2, Shanks & Schwerdtner 
IYYl). Such change may be expressed in per cent 
(Schwcrdtner 1985), but amounts to a displacement 
difference if the original and final horizontal dimensions 
of a structure are measured along dijferent material lines. 

Longitudinal strains (Ramsay Bc Huber 1983, p. 3) are 
relative changes in length of identical material lines 
resulting from a ductile deformation. The strain is 
heterogeneous if a given material line loses or acquires 
curvature as a result of deformation. 

Lines A’-B’ and D’-E’ (Figs. 3 and 4) are indicative 
of strongly heterogeneous, plane strain in the ductile 
mantle of a cylindrical model diapir. This model was 
made to simulate antictinat gneiss diapirs emplaced in 
the solid state (Dixon 1975). but the flow pattern is 
found in a variety of model diapirs rising into ductile 
material (van Berkel 1088, Schmeting et al. 1988, Cru- 
den IYYO. Gugtietmo 1993). Most finite elements tran- 
sected by the traces of two hypothetical erosion surfaces 
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Fig. I. Dirttnctlon hctwccn longitudinal \tra~n. (t’ - O/t of a marker 
lme t’, and the displaccmcnt diffcrcncc (AU) between point I’ 
(located, for example. on a pluton contact) and point 2’ (wlthin the 
host rocks). Primes signify the final gcomctric btatc; Ul, Y2 arc 

displacement Vectors. AU(h) = 0.6 km is the horizontal component of 
the displacement differcncc, an absolute measure of horizontal short- 

ening in the ho\t rocks 

(A’-B’, D’-E’) are tilted and horizontally shortened 
(Figs. 3 and 4). The traces are important material lines 
because all structural measurements are generally sited 
on a peneplain or curved erosion surface. 

The trace of any erosion surface may be represented 
by a chain of line segments whose length and orientation 
in the undeformed state may be found by removing the 
geometric effects of strain and solid-body rotation 
(Schwerdtner 1985. 19X9). This is best accomplished by 
the use of finite elements (Cobbold & Percevault 1983). 
but generally results in an angular chain of destrained 
line segments rather than the smooth curves A-B. D-E: 
shown in Fig. 4. 

A detailed evaluation of Figs. 3 and 5 provides valu- 
able insight into the geometric complexity of immature 
diapirism. Lines A’B’ and D’E’ have shortening strains 
of about 40% and 10%. respectively. The horizontal 
components of the displacement-difference vectors 
AA’. DD’ (Fig. 5) indicate an inward-directed relative 
motion of the local contact. which may be smaller than 
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geometric errors introduced by the analysis of the putty 
model and the redrafting of Figs. 3 and 4. The absolute 
displacement vectors, which cannot be determined in 
most natural structures (Schwerdtner 1985, Shanks & 
Schwerdtner 1991), prove to be subvertical (Fig. 6). 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL 
STRAIN AND DISPLACEMENT DIFFERENCE 

The buoyant material in Dixon’s (1975) immature 
diapir is a highly viscous putty chosen to simulate the 
behaviour of ductile granitoid rocks rather than felsic 
magma. Space for the cylindrical model diapir is created 
mainly by severe thinning of high-density material above 
the crest and associated escape-flow down the flanks. 
This is tantamount to having large components of solid- 
body translation in the middle and dip shear at the flanks 
of the immature diapir (Fig. 3). However, the flow 
pattern is not symmetric above the crest (Fig. 3). 

Low-viscosity mantles of numerically generated 
model diapirs have >2 vertical symmetry planes across 
which there is no displacement of material points 
(Fletcher 1972). Here the longitudinal strain of vertical 
lines above the diapir crest is equal to the normal 
displacement of the contact. This correspondence 
explains the strategic value of vertical rock walls (deep 
canyons or fiords) exposing the host rocks above sym- 
metric upright diapirs (cylindrical ridges and circular or 
oval domes). 

Some authors envisage a nondiapiric process of in situ 
spherical expansion (ballooning of plutons) without 
prior rlsc of magma masses. Instead, magma moves in 
small batches along dilatant fractures and collects at 
structurally favourable sites while progressively displac- 
ing the enveloping rocks (Holder 1979, Ramsay 1989). 
A purely ductile deformation produces flattening strains 
at all localities around ballooning plutons, i.e. there is a 
large volume loss in, rather than escape flow of, the host 
rocks. Flattening strains also occur above the crest of 
circular diapirs (domes), but here the multi-lateral 
escape flow requires no volume change. 

Because of the perfect symmetry of the deformation 

m(h)=0 
" 
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Fig. 2 Removal ot the gcomctr~c cffcct of homogencou\ dctormatlon (strain and colid-body rotatton) on a pair of material 
lines across a partly eroded. elllptlcal rock mass: P’-K’ = pcncplaln trace and M’-N’ = strained trace of bedding with 
youngmg directmn (short arrow I. The [removal of strain changes the length and orlcntation of both material lines (now P-R, 
M-N). but the bedding tract fail> to return to horizontal (h). The mapnitudc of solid-body rotation (9) is equal to the 
angular departure of bedding from horizontal (c). The longitudinal \trsin of P’-R’ is -0.3 (shortening by 300/u), but AU(h) 

I\ zero and Implie\ no change in horizontal dimension. 
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A’- B’: D’ - E’ traces of topographic surfaces 

m  low-densoy material 

0' x 
Fig. 3. Cross-section through a putty model t,t ‘HI Immature diaperer 
ridge (redrawn from Dlson lY7S. fig. 6). A’. B’. <“, D’. E’ xc 

displaced marker polnth. 
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Fig. 4. Configuration of lines AB. C‘O. Dh hctorc dctormltlon (ct 
Fig. 3). Further cxpl,lnatlon 11, the tcxr. 
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Fig. 5. Approxlmatc horizontal di\placemcnt of the suh\crtlcal con- 
tact at points A’ and D’ (Fig. 3). using change\ In horizontal distance 
between pairs of points (Fig. 4). The small horizontal arrow between A 

and A’ 1s omitted. 
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FIX. 6 1>14placement vectors of five niaterlal points in a spatial refcr- 
cncc tramc (k. I). Based on distorted grids III Dixon‘s (1975) iigurcs. 

field about ballooning plutons. amounts of radial short- 
ening (displacement differences) are equal to those of 
longitudinal strain at all localities. This contrasts with 
the late-stage deformation field around laterally expand- 
ing, mature diapirs, which lacks inclined planes of sym- 
mctry. The tabular geometry of large granitoid plutons 
is compatible with lateral spreading rather than spheri- 
cal ballooning, which remains to be modelled on a 
realistic physical basis. A mechanical justification is 
required, in particular, as to why ballooning plutons 
remain stationary rather than ascend buoyantly into 
overlying ductile rocks. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Small amounts of host-rock shortening and associated 
normal displacement of local intrusive contacts have 
recently, been used as evidence for the importance of 
nondiapiric processes in creating space for large granite 
plutons (Paterson & Fowler 1993). As illustrated in the 
prcscnt note this use is problematical, except above the 
pluton crest. 

In general. the normal displacement of diapir contacts 
cannot be determined by simple unstretching of trans- 
verse lint segments, but requires the use of local tilt 
values (Fig. 2) together with longitudinal strains 
(Schwcrdtncr 1985. 198’)). Moreover, the contact dis- 
placement decreases markedly from the roof to the 
Hanks of most upright diapirs, and can be inward 
directed at low structural levels. 

Dixon’s (lY75) two-dimensional model of high- 
viscosity gneiss diapirs and their low-viscosity mantles 
may bc inappropriate for most granitoid plutons (Ram- 
berg 1Ytil . pp. X-259), but can be used to illustrate a 
general tcchniquc of estimating the local magnitude of 
contact displacement. Only where transverse line seg- 
ments. drawn on geological maps or vertical sections, 
arc parallel to an intersection trace between symmetry 
planes of the pluton deformation field (e.g. line C’-0 in 
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Figs. 3 and 6) is the unstretching procedure applicable. 
(Material points on such intersection traces are com- 
pelled to remain there, no matter how hetcrogcncou\ 
the strain.) This is true for localities above symmetric 
upright diapirs and the mantles of plutons grown by 
spherical ‘ballooning’, a hypothetical process which rc- 
mains to be fully substantiated by physical modelling. 
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